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Learn to do by doing 

 

 

4-H Pledge 

I pledge: 

My HEAD to clearer thinking, 

My HEART to greater loyalty, 

My HANDS to larger service, 

My HEALTH to better living, 

For my club, my community and my country 

4-H Grace 

(Tune of Auld Lang Syne) 

We thank thee Lord, for blessings great 

On this, our own fair land. 

Teach us to serve thee joyfully, 

With head, heart, health and hands. 

 
 
 
Thank you to the Canadian Nursery Landscape Association (CNLA) in the development 
of this project.  
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INTRODUCTION 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 
How to Use the 4-H Landscape Horticulture Project Activity Guide 
 
The 4-H Landscape Horticulture Project Activity Guide is divided into four themes. 
Each theme is identified with a box in the top left corner at the beginning of each 
activity.  The activities are presented in a logical order of progression and should be 
presented in this order. You will find an alphabetical index of the activities at the end 
of the guide. 
 
Theme # 1: Container Design: “Thrillers, Fillers, and Spillers” 
This section teaches members how to properly select, prepare, plant, and maintain a 
decorative container for every season. 
  
Theme # 2: Tree Rodeo Module 
This section teaches members how to identify 25 varieties of native trees by 
identification of flowers, keys, cone, bark, and winter silhouette and will learn how 
to key out species, press, mount, and label samples from trees.  
 
Theme # 3: “What’s Bugging You?” The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly  
This section teaches members how to identify, collect, mount, and label various 
insects found in their own back yards.  
 
Theme # 4: Cutting Edge Turf Tips 
This section focuses on the safe operation of various walk behind and riding lawn 
mowers and includes safe equipment operation, maintenance, and job procedures. 
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The 4-H Landscape Horticulture Project Activity Guide was designed with two age 
groups in mind: 
 

 Junior: 8 to 10 years of age 
 

 Intermediate: 11 to 14 years of age 
 
Each activity has been designed for both age groups. These activities are meant for 
members to have an opportunity to help them learn, evaluate, make decisions, 
communicate and develop confidence. 
 
Each activity has the following format: 
 
Title 

Topic 

Learning Outcomes 

Time 

Materials / Resources 

Instructions 

Suggestions 

Discussion / Comments 

Processing Prompts 

 
Each activity in the 4-H Landscape Horticulture Project has learning outcomes 
identified at the beginning of the activity, and processing prompts at the end. To gain 
a better understanding of why these were added to every activity, we have included 
the following section about experiential learning. 
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Experiential Learning 
 
Experiential learning is a model that, simply put, consists of action and reflection. 
Research shows that learning is often best achieved when it is fun, active, interesting 
and easy to understand. Participating in fun activities creates a sense of togetherness 
within a group and help members relate to one another, as well as allows the group to 
relax, to feel safe and at ease.  Through guided reflection and discussion, activities 
with meaning often help individuals understand concepts and skills more than if the 
same meaning was presented in a lecture format. 
 
A leader can help 4-H members and groups learn by leading activities with meaning.  
These activities can then be processed to help the group find the meaning.  These 
lessons can then be applied to other areas of the members’ lives – helping them to 
transfer the meaning from the activity to the real world and everyday life. 
 
The following 4-H Landscape Horticulture Activity Guide includes learning outcomes 
at the beginning of each activity.  Members will discuss and explore the meaning 
behind the activities and transfer these insights, through the help of the 4-H leader, 
into their everyday lives whether it be in sports teams, school groups, community 
groups or at home with family.  The 4-H leader can facilitate this by using the 
processing prompts listed at the end of each activity. 
 
What is Processing? 
 
Processing is when individuals reflect, describe, analyze and communicate what they 
have or will be experiencing in an activity.  
 
Each activity has processing prompts.  There will be a list of questions to ask 
regarding concept to focus on a group discussion.  Some or all of the questions can be 
used to process the activity.  Feel free to add your own processing prompts if you feel 
there is a specific topic that you would like to discuss. 
 
When using the Activity Guide, processing is most easily done with the group when 
sitting or standing in a circle, and when the group is attentive and focused on the 
discussion. 
 
When questions are designed properly and used thoughtfully, discussion questions can 
be an effective learning tool that promotes creativity, as well as generates 
meaningful interaction and understanding for the member.  Processing can be fast or 
slow depending on the group and the activity. 
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Theme # 3: “What’s Bugging You?” The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly  

 
ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Is It Really A Bug?      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Determining Which Animals are Insects 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn identifying characteristics of insects 
 
TIME    45 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Large poster paper 
 Markers 
 Several samples Arthropods including insects and non-insects either 

preserved (pinned or in jars) or photos from books and the internet 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Have members answer the question: “What do you know about insects?”  Encourage 
them to talk to each other to share their knowledge.  Use the chart paper to record 
their answers. 
 
Then, have members answer the question: “Why do people study insects?”.  Have 
members record their answers on the chart paper. 
 
Have members make a list of 5 different insects that they know the names of and 
share their lists with the other members.  Using chart paper, record their answers.  
Looking at the lists, determine if each is an insect or a non-insect using the 
information in the discussion/comments section.   
 
On a separate piece of paper, write down the title “insect characteristics”.  Have 
members come up with characteristics that all of the insects have in common (see 5 
points in discussion) and write them on the chart. 
 
On another piece of paper, write down the title “insect development”.  Have 
members come up with different life stages of insects (egg, nymph, larva, pupa, 
adult) and write them on the chart.  Have members describe what they know about 
gradual and complete metamorphosis. 
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Have each member (or in pairs) look at a few pinned samples or photos of Arthropods 
and record if they think they are insects or a non-insects and why.  Have members 
share their results with the rest of the group. 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
 
Characteristics of Insects:  
The animal kingdom is divided into several smaller groups called phyla.  The phyla to 
which insects belong is called Arthropoda.  Animals in phyla Arthropoda all have 
jointed legs and an external exoskeleton which is like a suit of armour.  Animals  
belonging to this group include insects, mites, ticks, scorpions, centipedes, 
millipedes, crayfish, shrimp and sowbugs. 
 
Within the phylum Arthropoda are several classes including class Insecta which 
includes all insects.  All insects have the following characteristics: 
 

1. Three pairs of legs 
2. Three body regions:  

a. Head: where eyes, mouthparts, antennae are found 
b. Thorax: where legs and wings are attached 
c. Abdomen: contains the organs of digestion and reproduction 

3. One pair of antennae on the head that are used for touch and sometimes for 
taste, smell, and hearing. 

4. Two compound eyes (usually present) 
5. Wings: when present, usually 2 pairs (flies only have 1 pair).  Adult insects 

without wings include lice, fleas, silverfish, and female ants. 
 
Development of Insects: 
Most insects begin their lives as eggs.  Once they hatch, insects follow one of two 
types of development:   
 
Gradual Metamorphosis:  Some immature (young) insects are called nymphs.  Nymphs 
look like the adults; however they don’t have wings and are much smaller.  Examples 
include grasshoppers, crickets, earwigs, and true bugs.   
 
Complete Metamorphosis: Larvae can also resemble worms and take many forms such 
as maggots, grubs, wrigglers, or caterpillars.  After several growing stages (instars), 
the larva turns into a pupa before becoming an adult.  Examples include ants, bees, 
beetles, flies, moths, and butterflies.   
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What characteristics do all insects have in common? 
What are the life stages that insect go through and what do they look like? 
Can you describe gradual metamorphosis? 
Can you describe complete metamorphosis? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Insect Parts      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Insect Parts: Wings, Legs, and Mouthparts 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn about insect parts and their functions 
 
TIME    45 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Large poster paper 
 Markers 
 Preserved samples of insects with different wings, legs, and 

mouthparts 
 Pictures of various insect wings, legs, and mouthparts 
 Wooden skewers (for piercing the skin of the orange) 
 Knife (for cutting the orange) 
 Drinking straws (one for each member) 
 Oranges (one for each member) 
 Figures: Insect Wings, Insect Legs, and Insect Mouthparts 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Have members look at the insect samples and pictures.  Ask them to describe the 
differences that they see in the wings.  Record the different types of wings on the 
poster paper. 
 
Have members look at the different legs on the insects.  Record the different types of 
legs that they see and suggest what they are used for. 
 
Explain that insects have different types of mouthparts for feeding on plants and 
animals in different ways indifferent ways.  Have members take an orange and a 
straw.   
 
Sucking-piercing:  
Using the wooden skewer, pierce the skin of each member’s orange and explain that 
the skewer is like the mouthpart of some types of insects.  Have the members insert 
their straws and suck out the juices just like an aphid. 
 
Lapping:  
Have members squeeze a little juice into the palm of their clean hand.  Using their 
tongues, ask members to lap up the juice just like a fly. 
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Chewing: 
Cut the oranges into slices for each member.  Ask members to now chew the pulp of 
the orange just like a grasshopper. 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
 
Wings: 
Although some adult insects are wingless, there are many more that have wings.  
Winged insects have either one or two pairs.  Wings have thicker lines on them 
running from the base to the tip.  These are called veins and form different patterns 
in different groups of insects. 
 
There are several different types of wings: 

1. Membranous: clear and plastic-like.  Eg. flies, bees, wasps, dragonflies, beetle 
hind wings. 

2. Elytra: very hard and protective.  Eg. beetle fore wings. 
3. Hemelytra: membranous tips with hard bases.  Eg. true bugs like stink bugs, 

seed bugs, and plant bugs 
4. Scaly wings: covered with tiny scales over a membranous wing.  Eg. moths and 

butterflies 
 
Legs: 
Each pair of legs is attached to a different segment of the thorax.  Each leg has 5 
segments with joints in between each segment.  Insect legs are used for jumping 
walking, swimming, clasping, and digging and look very different depending on their 
primary function: eg. grasshopper legs for jumping, mole cricket legs for digging, 
praying mantis legs for clasping prey, and water beetle legs for swimming. 
 
Mouthparts: 
Insects feed on living or dead plants and animals.  Insect mouthparts vary depending 
on what type of food they consume.  Three types of mouthparts are: 
1. Piercing-sucking: pierce the food with a hard stylet and suck out the contents    
 eg. true bugs like stink bugs, aphids, scale, cicadas 
2. Lapping: spongy tongue-like for soaking up juices egg. flies 
3. Chewing: sharp mandibles for cutting egg. beetles, grasshoppers, crickets 
4. Siphoning: mouth tube (proboscis) for sucking up nectar 

 
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
1. What are the 4 different types of wings that insects can have? 
2. Why do different insects have different legs? 
3. What are three types of insect mouthparts and how does each of them work? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Who Are You? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Classification of Insect Orders 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn how to classify insects and to distinguish between different orders of insects. 
 
TIME    60 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Note paper 
 Pens 
 Sample insects (pinned and pictures) 
 Insect keys, identification books, web sites: 

Castner, James L; Photographic Atlas of Entomology and Guide to 
Insect ID 
Cranshaw, Whitney; Garden Insects of North America: The 
Ultimate Guide to Backyard Bugs, Princeton University Press, 2004 
Foster, L., Fry, K., and Macauley, D; Garden Bugs of Ontario – 
Gardening to Attract, Repel, and Control; Lone Pine Publishing, 
2008 
Philip, H. and Mengerson, E.; Insect Pests of the Prairies  
http://www.ca.uky.edu/entomology/dept/images/stfairorder.pdf 
http://insectzoo.msstate.edu/Students/index.html 
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CritterFiles/casefile/insects/insectfile.h
tm 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
To help members understand how insects are classified, have them write out their 
mailing address in reverse order.  For example: 
 
Mailing Classification: Country:  Canada 
    Province: Saskatchewan 
    City:  Moose Jaw 
    Street: Burger Avenue 
    Number: 400 
    Surname:  Smith 
    Given name: James 
 
This is an example of a hierarchy classification.  A similar type of hierarchy 
classification can be done for all plant and animal species including insects.    
Example for insect classification hierarchy for a field cricket: 

http://www.ca.uky.edu/entomology/dept/images/stfairorder.pdf
http://insectzoo.msstate.edu/Students/index.html
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CritterFiles/casefile/insects/insectfile.htm
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CritterFiles/casefile/insects/insectfile.htm
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Insect Classification: Kingdom: Animalia 
    Phylum: Arthropoda 
    Class:  Insecta 
    Order:  Orthoptera 
    Family: Gryllidae 
    Genus: Gryllus 
    Species:      veletis 
     
Have students choose a few insects from the samples or photos and have them classify 
their insects using the classification hierarchy.  Choose insects that are already 
identified to species and have them work up the hierarchy.  Have them share their  
findings with each other and with the group. 
 
Divide the insect orders amongst the members.  Have each member investigate the 
orders that they were assigned to find examples of insect in those orders.  Have 
members share their knowledge with the class. 
    
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
 
Classification helps to with the identification of many things.  For example, our 
mailing address allows the postal service to identify us using a narrowing in 
information (eg. country, province, city etc.).  Similarly, in insect identification 
identifying characteristics help to put the insect in the correct category and aids in 
identification.  
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The class Insecta is divided into many smaller groups called Orders based on body 
characteristics and types of development.  The names of the orders come from the 
characteristics of the wings.  The following chart lists the insect Orders and examples 
for each: 
 

ORDER NAME (meaning): EXAMPLES: 

Thysaunura (bristle tail) Silverfish 

Collembola (glue peg) Springtails 

Orthoptera (straight wing) Grasshoppers, crickets, katydids, roaches, 
mantids, walking sticks 

Dermaptera (skin wing) Earwigs 

Ephemeroptera (short-lived wing) Mayflies 

Odonata (toothed) Dragonflies and damselflies 

Plecoptera (pleated wing) Stoneflies 

Isoptera (equal wing) Termites 

Mallophaga (wool eating) Chewing lice 

Anoplura ((unarmed tail) Sucking lice 

Psocoptera (minute wing) Book lice 

Thysamoptera (bristle wing) Thrips 

Hemiptera (half wing) True bugs 

Homoptera (same wing) Leafhoppers, cicadas, aphids, whiteflies, 
mealybugs, scale 

Coleoptera (sheath wing) Beetles and weevils 

Mecoptera (long wing) Scorpionflies  

Neuroptera (nerve wing) Lacewings, ant lions, dobsonflies 

Trichoptera (hair wing) Caddisflies 

Lepidoptera (scale wing) Butterflies, moths, skippers 

Hymenoptera (membrane wing) Sawflies, ants bees, wasps 

Diptera (two wing) Flies, gnats, midges, mosquitoes 

Siphonoptera (tube without wing) Fleas 

 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What does classification assist with? 
What are the hierarchal headings used for insect classification? 
What Order do flies belong to? 
What Order do butterflies belong to? 
What Order do beetles belong to? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Insect Nets      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Making Insect Collecting Nets 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn to make and use an insect collecting net  
 
TIME    45 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 FOR EACH MEMBER: 
 Wire coat hanger  
 ¾ inch dowel 1 m long (or old broom handle) 
 Pillow case  
 Power drill with 1/8” inch bit 
 Wire cutters 
 Pliers 
 Scissors 
 Duct tape 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Using the power drill, make 2 holes in each handle.  Start the first hole ½ inch from 
one end downwards at a 45 degree angle.  Drill a second hole  ½ an inch below the 
exit of the first hole in the opposite direction downwards at a 45 degree angle.   
 
Have members make a cut in the hem of their pillow case near the edge just large 
enough to fit the wire through.  Then, cut the wire coat hanger to remove the neck so 
that a triangular piece of wire is left.  Have members carefully bend the wire into a 
circle shape.  Take the pillow case and carefully feed the wire through the cut 
opening until it comes out the other side.   
 
With the pliers, bend the wires at each end to angles that will allow them to feed 
through the holes drilled into the wood.  Use the duct tape around the wires and 
wood to keep it secure. 
 
Have members go outside and use their nets in different habitats and try to identify 
the insects that they catch. 
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DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
 
Insects can be found in many areas including meadows, in the soil, in forests, along 
streams, and in water for example.  The goals of the next few meetings are to make 
suitable insect collecting equipment that will enable members to catch their own 
insects use in their own permanent insect collection.   
 
The insect colleting net can be used to capture insects in various habitats including: 
 
In the Air: the net may catch single insects or multiples in mid-air 
At rest: by placing the opening of the net over an insect at rest  
Sweeping: by sweeping the net back and forth through trees, shrubs, and grasses the 
insects that are scooped up will accumulate at the bottom of the net. 
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
Where can you use an insect net? 
In what habitat did you find the most insects? 
Can you name any of the insects that you caught? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Terrific Traps      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Making Insect Traps  
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
To learn to make and use three different kinds of insect traps  
 
TIME    60 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Pitfall Traps: 
o 2 glass jars or plastic containers that fit tightly inside each 

other 
o A piece of plastic with a hole cut in the centre slightly 

smaller than the opening of the smaller container 
o Bait such as pieces of banana or apple 
o Trowel 
o Figure: Pitfall Trap 

 
 Baked Potato Trap: 

o 3 baked potatoes cut in half lengthwise 
o Tweezers 

 
 Corrugated Cardboard Trap: 

o Strips of corrugated cardboard cut into 6 cm wide strips 
o Tape 
o Clear plastic bag 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Pitfall Traps: (see figure) 
Find a location outside that has taller grasses and some shrubs.  Using the trowel, 
make a hole in the ground slightly wider and deeper than the larger container.  Place 
the larger container inside the hole.  Then put the smaller container inside the larger 
container.  Place the lid over the containers making sure the hole in the lid is centred 
over the middle of the container.  Leave it for several days.  When you return to 
check it, take off the lid and look inside to see if you caught any insects or other 
invertebrates. 
 
Baked Potato: 
Find an area outside with moist soil.  Place the potato cut side down on the soil.   
Leave it for several days.  After this time, put the potato inside a container and using 
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the tweezers start to dig it apart to find what insects and other invertebrates have 
decided to feed off of it. 
 
Corrugated Cardboard Traps: 
Take a cardboard strip and wrap it securely once around a tree trunk and secure with 
duct tape.  Repeat this on trees of varying sizes and different types.  Leave the strips 
in place for several days.  When you return, carefully remove the strips and shake 
them out into a clear plastic bag which will cause any insects that were using the 
cardboard for shelter to be shaken into the bag. 
 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
To study the diversity of insects, they should be looked for in a variety of habitats 
including back yards, ponds, forests, and open fields.  Collecting them also requires 
special techniques and traps 
 
Pitfall Traps: 
These traps can catch a wide range of insects and other arthropods that crawl across 
the ground.  The trap works by allowing the insect to walk across the lid of the trap 
that is at soil level and falling into the container that is buried.  Two containers are 
needed as it is easier to pull the smaller container out of the larger container to 
empty its contents and then re-set the trap. 
 
Baked Potato: 
This trap attracts insects and other arthropods that live on the ground.  The animals 
will tend to crawl into the flesh of the potato for shelter and protection while 
feeding. 
 
Corrugated Cardboard Traps: 
These traps catch insects that use the cardboard as protection and shelter from 
predators and the elements.  They will be insects that live on the tree trunk or get 
food on the tree. 
 
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
Which type of trap caught the most insects? 
What types of insects did you catch? 
What types of habitats were the insects caught in? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Catching the Tiny Ones      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Making An Aspirator  
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
To learn to make and use an aspirator for catching small insects   
 
TIME    40 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Two pieces of clear plastic tubing (15 cm and 5 cm long) 
 A piece of nylon mesh 3 cm x 3 cm (panty hose) 
 A jar with a tight fitting lid 
 Power drill and drill bit 
 Tape 
 Figure: Insect Aspirator 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
With the power drill, drill 2 holes in the lid of the container the same size as the 
plastic tubing.  Tape the nylon mesh over one end of the shorter piece of tubing.  
Insert the tubing through one of the holes in the lid so that the mesh end is in the 
container and the uncovered end is sticking out.  Put the lid on the container and 
stick the longer tube in the second hole.  See figure: Insect Aspirator. 
 
To capture a small insect, hold the aspirator so the longer tube is directly over the 
insect.  Gently suck on the shorter tube to draw the bug into the container. 
 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
Insects that are too delicate or small for catching by hand or with tweezers can be 
captured using an aspirator.  Make sure the tubing is large enough to suck up the 
insect you are trying to catch. 
 
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What kinds of insects were you able to capture using the aspirator? 
Did you try to suck up an insect that was too large?  What happened? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

A Bright Idea      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Catching Insects Using Light Traps 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn to make and use light traps and capture insects  
 
TIME    40 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Light Trap: 
o Light (light bulb or flashlight) 
o 1 Round one gallon can 
o Funnel to fit over mouth of can (plastic or paper) 
o Newspaper 
o Figure: Insect Light Trap 

 
 Black Light: 

o Black light (ultraviolet light) 
o Extension cord 
o White sheet 
o Clothesline (or fence) 
o Figure: Insect Black Light Set Up 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Light Trap: (see figure) 
Have members put strips of newspapers in the bottom of the can to give insects a 
place to hide.  Then, place the funnel over the mouth of the can.  Suspend the light 
just over the funnel.  Insects that fly into the light will drop down landing on the 
funnel and then sliding into the can where they will hide inside the newspaper.  Make 
sure the hole in the funnel is large enough to allow insects to fall through it but not 
too large so that they can escape.  Turn on the light and wait for the insects to come 
to the light. 
 
Black Light: (see figure) 
Mount the black light onto a board and attach it to the extension cord.  Find an area 
in a clearing near a variety of habitats away from other sources of artificial light.  
Drape the sheet over a clothesline or attach it to a fence or wall trying to keep the 
sheet vertical.  Plug in the lights and wait for the insects to come to the light and 
land on the sheet. 
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CAUTION: Never look directly at the black light as ultraviolet rays may injure your 
eyes. 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
Many insects are nocturnal and therefore are only active at night.  Many are attracted 
to artificial light.  By looking for insects near street lights and lighted signs or by 
making a light trap you will find many different types of insects.  Also, a flashlight 
shone down at the ground will often find many different kinds of insects and spiders 
that are nocturnal but are not attracted to light.  These include some moths and 
various flies. 
 
To attract a more diverse selection of insects, it is best to use a black light bulb or 
ultraviolet light as they are more attractive to insects than lights of other wave 
lengths.  Black lights are made the same size as fluorescent tube lights and require 
the same kind of fixture.  These bulbs can be purchased at a party or special lighting 
store.  Black lights will attract a wide range of insects including moths, flies, beetles, 
and cicadas. 
 
To attract a wide range of insects it is best to find a remote location with a natural 
clearing.  Here the light will be most visible to insects further away and attracts 
insects from a variety of habitats.  It is best to choose a site that has no other 
artificial lighting nearby.  For very remote locations either battery on generator 
powered lights will be needed.   
 
Different insects are active at different times of the night so it is worth keeping the 
light on for several hours to see the widest variety of insects.   
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What kinds of insects are attracted to the lights? 
Can you name some of the insects that were attracted to the light trap? 
Can you name some of the insects that were attracted to the black light? 
Why was the black light set up in a clearing in a remote area? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Perfectly Preserved      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Making an Insect Killing Jar  
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
To learn to make and use an insect killing jar for an insect collection  
 
TIME    40 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Clean 1 quart glass jars with lids  
 Plaster of Paris (A 1.8 kg package fills 24 quart sized jars) 
 Water 
 Fingernail polish remover or rubbing alcohol 
 Paper towels 
 Permanent markers 
 Zip lock plastic bags 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Choose a well ventilated area to work in.  Have members choose and label a jar.  
Following the directions on the package, have members mix the Plaster of Paris.  Pour 
a layer of Plaster of Paris approximately 1 cm deep into the bottom of each jar.  
Allow the plaster to dry.  This will absorb the liquid fingernail polish remover. 
Carefully pour approximately ½ - 1 teaspoon of fingernail polish remover or rubbing 
alcohol into each jar and allow it to absorb into the plaster.  The fumes from the 
ethyl acetate in the fingernail polish and the rubbing alcohol will kill the insect.  
Place a piece of paper towel into the jar for the insect to hide under.  Catch an insect 
that you would like to keep for your insect collection, place it in the jar, and tighten 
the lid.  Wait several minutes before removing the insect.  Carefully remove the 
insect from the jar.  The insect should be pinned soon after it is removed from the 
jar. 
 
CAUTION: Always open the jar in a well ventilated area.  Avoid inhaling the vapours of 
the jar. 
 
Alternately, the caught insect can be place in a zip lock plastic bag and placed in the 
freezer.  When ready to pin the insect, take it out of the bag and allow it to come to 
room temperature. 
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DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
Insect collecting can be an exciting and educational experience.  Studying live insects  
allows you to learn about insect life stages and habitats, but it does no enable you to 
realize the large number of different species of insects there are until you start 
collecting them.  Well preserved and properly labeled specimens will help you to gain 
knowledge and an appreciation of the diversity of insects. 
 
A properly made killing jar allows insects to be killed quickly and preserves them in 
perfect condition for pinning.  Insects should be pinned immediately after being taken 
out of the killing jar.  Otherwise, they will quickly dry out and pinning will not be 
possible. 
 
Only those insects that are intended to be properly pinned and labeled for insect 
collections should be killed.  All other insects that are caught should be examined 
without harming them and released back to the area where they were caught. 
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What is the purpose of the Plaster of Paris inside the killing jar? 
What is the purpose of the nail polish remover or rubbing alcohol? 
Why is it important to pin the insects soon after removing them from the killing jar or 
freezer? 
Why is it important to be selective about which insects go into the killing jar or 
freezer? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Building Boxes      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Making Insect Collection Boxes 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn to make an insect an insect collection box 
 
TIME    30 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Cigar box 15 cm x 20 cm x 2 cm (or similar type box with a lid such as 
an empty chocolate box) 

 Piece of Styrofoam (same size as box length and width) 
 Glue 
 Scissors or utility knife 
 White paper 
 Moth balls 
 Small piece of nylon (eg. panty hose) 
 Insect pins (No. 2 or No. 3 size) 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Have members cut the Styrofoam to fit snugly inside the bottom of the box.  Cover 
the bottom of the box with glue and insert the Styrofoam.  Cut the paper to the same 
size as the Styrofoam and lay it on top of the Styrofoam.  Cut a 5 cm square piece of 
nylon and place a moth ball in the centre.  Gather the corners and twist.  Pin the 
package into the corner of the insect box. 
 
CAUTION: Be sure to work in a well ventilated area.  Avoid inhaling the vapours of the 
moth balls. 
 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS 
A collection of pinned insects must be properly stored in order to protect it from 
dust, damage, and infestations of carpet beetles and other pests.  For beginners, a 
sturdy box makes a well protected home for an insect collection.  Some members who 
are very interested in expanding their insect collections may consider making a 
collection box out of wood with a glass top. 
 
Regardless of the type of box used, the insects inside them are commonly food for 
some beetles called carpet beetles.  To prevent them from entering and ruining an 
insect collection, moth balls (paradichlorobenzene or PDB) are used.  They may be  
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placed inside a nylon square and pinned to a corner of the box.  The moth ball will 
eventually vapourize and will need to be replaced. 
 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
Why is it important to have a study box with a tight fitting lid for an insect collection? 
What is the purpose of the moth ball? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

Pinning Perfection      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Pinning Insects 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn how to pin insects for preservation 
 
TIME    60 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 Insect pins (No. 2 or No. 3 size) 
 Styrofoam pieces 
 Strips of white paper 
 Heavy paper 
 Pencils or permanent fine-tipped markers 
 Glass vials 
 Fingernail polish or glue 
 Alcohol (35% rubbing) 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Gather all of the insects that were collected from previous meetings.  Have member 
pin 20 different insects.  Choose insects that are not damaged and have all of their 
legs and antennae.  
 
Larger Insect: 
Take a freshly killed insect that is neither a butterfly, nor a moth, nor too small to 
pin.  Working over a piece of Styrofoam, place the insect horizontally on the board 
(wings facing up).  Take an insect pin and carefully push it through the thorax of the 
insect at the section where the second legs originate and slightly to the right of the 
mid-line.  Be sure to leave 1/3 of the pin above the insect.   For beetles, the pin 
should go through the right wing cover.   
 
Small Insects: 
Specimens too small to be pinned should be mounted on triangular points.  Cut paper 
points from heavy paper 3/8 inch long and 1/8 inch wide.  Put a drop of fingernail 
polish or glue on the tip of the point and press it to the right side of the insect. 
 
Some insects that are soft-bodied such as aphids, springtails, silverfish, and mayflies 
can be preserved in small vials of alcohol.  The label can be placed inside the vial 
with the insect. 
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Butterflies and Moths: 
For butterflies and moths, the fore and hind wings should be spread out horizontally 
using a spreading board.  A spreading board can be easily made by taking a piece of 
Styrofoam larger than the insect when the wings are spread flat and cut a trough in 
the Styrofoam to fit in the body of the insect.  Place pin through the thorax.  Put 
pinned insect on spreading board and using strips of paper carefully press down the 
wings over the sides of the boards keeping the forewings towards the head and the 
hind wings towards the abdomen.  Pin strips of paper over the wings to keep in place 
until dry. 
 
Insect Labels: 
Labels on pinned insects are essential and are a piece of scientific information.  The 
label should include information about the insect: where it was caught, when it was 
caught, and who caught it.  Use pencil or permanent marker. The label goes directly 
beneath the insect and should be centred on the pin.  For insects mounted on points, 
the label information is the same and it goes directly beneath the insects, however 
the pin should go through the right side of the label. 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS: 
Once insects have been caught and killed it is important to pin them right away.  
Insects are pinned through the thorax and slightly to the right of the mid-line in the 
region where the second pair of legs are attached.   
 
The height at which insects are pinned should the same and should leave about 1/3 of 
the pin above the pinned insect.  The insect should be sitting on the pin horizontally.  
 
Insect Pins:  
Pins may be obtained from most college or university bookstores and by mail order.  
Do not use sewing pins as they will rust and ruin the insects.  Pins come in different 
sizes and the higher the number, the larger the pin.  Numbers 2, 3, and 4 are best. 
 
Forceps and Scissors: 
A small pair of scissors is handy for cutting out insect labels and paper for spreading 
butterfly and moth wings.  A pair of fairly large fine pointed forceps is useful for 
handling smaller insects, butterflies, and moths. 
 
Spreading Board: 
Every insect collector needs at least one spreading board for moths, butterflies, and 
other insects that should have their wings spread when pinned.   These boards consist 
of 2 pieces of wood with flat bottoms and angled tops that slant inwards towards a 
channel that holds the butterfly body.  Wings can be laid out on the boards with short 
strips of paper keeping the wings in place. 
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PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What kinds of insects did you pin? 
What kinds of insects need to be mounted on points? 
What kinds of insects can be placed in vials of alcohol for preservation? 
What kinds of insects require their wings to be spread on a spreading board? 
What information should be put on an insect label? 
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ACTIVITY GUIDE: WHAT’S BUGGING YOU 

 

The “Good” Guys      
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TOPIC  Identifying Beneficial Insects 
 
LEARNING OUTCOMES  
To learn to identify some common beneficial insects. 
 
TIME    60 minutes 
 
MATERIALS/RESOURCES  

 4x hand magnification lens 
 Clear plastic containers 
 Photos of 5 common beneficial insects (provided) 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Have members look at the photos of 5 beneficial insects.  Ask them if they are able to 
name any of them.  Ask them what they know about them.  Then have members go 
outside and look for these beneficial insects particularly near flowers.  If they see any 
of them, ask them to capture them in the containers to show the other members, but 
to release them back where they found them afterwards. 
 
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS: 
More than 90% of insects aren’t pests and are actually beneficial.  Some insects like 
bees and butterflies pollinate our flowers and vegetables, while others like lacewings, 
praying mantids, and ladybugs feed on insect pests.  By allowing them to thrive in our 
environments, they are able to do their jobs and we can reduce or even eliminate the 
need for pesticides.   
 
Bees:  Are great pollinators for the garden.  Proper pollination is essential for fruit set 
and vegetable production.  Bumblebees workers begin to forage for nectar by visiting 
many flowers thus pollinating crops. 
 
Two Spotted Ladybird Beetle: is a great control of aphid pests on ornamental plants 
and fruit and vegetable crops.  They like sunny climates and prefer dry conditions.  It 
is the larvae of the beetles that do most of the aphid control. 
 
Midges: are tiny flies that are active at night and feed on aphids.  They kill more 
aphids than they are able to consume. 
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Praying Mantis: are general predators that feed on aphids, beetles, caterpillars, 
chinch bugs, Colorado potato beetles, leafhoppers, hornworms, leafrollers, squash 
bugs, thrips, and whiteflies.   
 
Lacewings: are general predators that eat aphids, mealybugs, scales, spider mites, 
thrips, whiteflies, and insect eggs. 
 

 
PROCESSING PROMPTS 
What kind of beneficial insects did you find? 
Why are these insects called beneficial?   
What do Praying Mantids eat? 
Why is it good to have bees in your garden? 
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5 COMMON GARDEN BENEFICIAL INSECTS 
 
 

Two Spotted Ladybird Beetle:  Green Lacewing: 
 

  
 
 

Praying Mantis:    Bees: 
   

    
 
 
 

Aphidoletes sp. midge: 
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Resources 
 
Glossary of Terms 

Arthropod: an invertebrate animal having an exoskeleton (external skeleton), a 
segmented body, and jointed appendages.  Arthropods are members of the phylum 
Arthropoda include the insects, arachnids, crustaceans, and others. 
 
Aspirator: a device used for collecting small, delicate or active insects from under 
rocks or bark or for removing them from a collecting net. It is made up of a clear vial, 
a 2-hole stopper, fine screening, and plastic tubing. 
 
Printed Resources: 
 
Castner, James L; Photographic Atlas of Entomology and Guide to Insect ID 
 
Cranshaw, Whitney; Garden Insects of North America: The Ultimate Guide to Backyard 
Bugs, Princeton University Press, 2004 
 
Foster, L., Fry, K., and Macauley, D; Garden Bugs of Ontario – Gardening to Attract, 
Repel, and Control; Lone Pine Publishing, 2008 
 
Philip, H. and Mengerson, E.; Insect Pests of the Prairies 
 
Internet Resources: 
 
 Insect Identification Websites 
 
http://www.ca.uky.edu/entomology/dept/images/stfairorder.pdf 
 
http://insectzoo.msstate.edu/Students/index.html 
 
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CritterFiles/casefile/insects/insectfile.htm 
 
http://www.insects.org/ 
 
http://bughunter.tamu.edu/tenreasons.htm 
 
http://insectzoo.msstate.edu/Students/index.html 
 
http://www.ento.csiro.au/education/insects_allies.html 
 
http://insected.arizona.edu/info.htm 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invertebrate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exoskeleton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skeleton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appendage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phylum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachnid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crustacean
http://www.ca.uky.edu/entomology/dept/images/stfairorder.pdf
http://insectzoo.msstate.edu/Students/index.html
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CritterFiles/casefile/insects/insectfile.htm
http://www.insects.org/
http://bughunter.tamu.edu/tenreasons.htm
http://insectzoo.msstate.edu/Students/index.html
http://www.ento.csiro.au/education/insects_allies.html
http://insected.arizona.edu/info.htm

